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3
The Clearance of Nui Dat

The location of the Task Force base depended upon several factors, none 
of which could be ignored without seriously prejudicing the operational 
prospects of the Australian commitment. As a base containing some 
three thousand troops it had to be supplied with a great tonnage of food, 
ammunition, equipment and building materials every day. Consequently, 
there had to be a good road capable of taking heavy traffic, even at the 
height of the monsoon, between the base and Vung Tau. This road had to 
be capable of being kept secure without a great deal of continuous effort 
such as had worn out the best mobile forces of the French at Hoa Binh or 
An Khe. Water was not a serious problem in the wet season but many 
of the streams of Phuoc Tuy dry up in the long rainless period which lasts 
from November to May, so the base had to be near a major watercourse.

Because the aim of the Task Force was to break the hold of the Viet Cong 
over the central region of the province it was logical that the base should 
both command the main approach to this area and be fairly centrally 
located within the province so that forces might be deployed quickly with 
lines of communication kept as short as possible. The base had to be 
capable of resisting strong Viet Cong attacks by forces of up to divisional 
size, so it had to occupy a location which suited the construction of 
a tactically sound defensive position. In particular it had to avoid the 
dominating effect of the Dinh and the Long Hai hills. The base had to 
be well away from the inhabitants of the province so that its weapons 
could fire at an attack from any direction without endangering the 
civilian population.
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It was also important for the security of the base that a large zone be 
established around the perimeter into which entry was restricted, so that 
spies, reconnaissance teams and mortar crews were denied the protected 
access which the Viet Cong could obtain through mingling with the 
local people. The space requirements for the accommodation of the Task 
Force within its perimeter were quite appreciable, for not only were three 
thousand men to be fitted in, but provision had to be made for a medium 
length airstrip, indispensable for the rapid transport of men and urgent 
materials. The airstrip also imposed a requirement for level ground and 
safe approaches. Finally, the base had to be fitted into Phuoc Tuy in 
a manner which would cause the least possible economic disruption to 
the Vietnamese who used the land and the roads.

These considerations reduced the choice of site to two alternatives. 
The base had to be close to Route 2 in order to command central Phuoc 
Tuy with good communications. North of Hoa Long, surrounding the 
knoll of Nui Dat, was a large disused rubber plantation with a flat piece 
of fairly open ground in the centre. Further north of Nui Dat was the 
well established French plantation of Binh Ba, with an airstrip capable 
of taking the heaviest transport aircraft we were likely to need. Binh Ba 
offered the advantages of immediate air communications and of a well 
developed area equipped with large buildings, a hospital and a good water 
supply. However, the airstrip was in the centre of a working plantation on 
which three thousand people depended for their livelihood. Since security 
requirements for a base in this plantation would have caused the closure 
of many sections of the plantation, Binh Ba was clearly unsuitable for 
our location.

The Nui Dat area contained some dozen houses grouped together in the 
hamlet of An Phu but the area between An Phu and Hoa Long, nearly 
two miles away, was uninhabited and was not used for gardens. Hence, 
although it would be necessary to resettle the inhabitants of An Phu, use of 
the Nui Dat area would cause very little disruption to the lives of the local 
people. Nui Dat also had the advantage of shorter road communications 
and thus of more security for our traffic. Water supply appeared to be 
a problem for the engineers since there were only two perennial creeks 
skirting the area and none flowed through it. Some careful adjusting 
of perimeters was necessary to take in suitable water points on these 
two  creeks. Nui Dat itself, a steep-sided, tree-clad hillock, rising some 
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two hundred feet above the plain, provided convenient observation of the 
surrounding country for several miles. Fire from its slopes could sweep 
a large area and it was a useful point for siting radio aerials.

Once the decision for Nui Dat had been taken, some long range 
preparations were begun. In February, 1966, the 173rd US Airborne 
Brigade, with the First Battalion, RAR, flew into Binh Ba and carried out 
a sweeping operation around the area of the plantation to disrupt the Viet 
Cong and learn a little more of the enemy’s activities in central northern 
Phuoc Tuy. The Viet Cong villages of Long Phuoc and Long Tan were 
entered by joint Vietnamese-American operations in April 1966 after 
heavy fighting. The population of both of these villages were resettled in 
surrounding villages such as Dat Do, Long Dien and Hoa Long. While 
this movement of people crushed the two villages as centres of Viet Cong 
activity, it spread a thinner layer of Viet Cong across the other villages 
which the Task Force would have to deal with later—particularly in Hoa 
Long at its back door.

The Task Force was fortunate in having the assistance of the 173rd 
Airborne Brigade for mounting the operation to establish the base at Nui 
Dat. Because the Fifth Battalion was the only Australian unit available for 
the operation, command of the operation was given to the Americans. 
The Fifth Battalion was to function as an integral part of the Brigade, 
exactly as the First Battalion had done, until the Task Force Headquarters 
was installed at Nui Dat. We were very glad to be with the 173rd 
because of their familiarity with the area of operations and their previous 
experience of working with an Australian battalion. If the Viet Cong had 
decided to respond to our arrival at Nui Dat with either of their main 
force regiments we would have needed the additional strength given by 
the American brigade.

While the battalion was training with the 68th Aviation Company at Vung 
Tau, four of us were sent off on a helicopter reconnaissance of central 
Phuoc Tuy. The party consisted of Stan Maizey, Peter Isaacs, Captain 
Bob Milligan, the second-in-command of C Company, and myself. 
The  helicopters were heavily armed for they had to carry out another 
mission as well. Each of the four aircraft carried fourteen rockets and 
six machine guns and two of them were armed with a two-inch grenade 
launcher in the nose. These four aircraft were what are known as gun ships 
and they normally escorted the passenger ships of the aviation company.
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We climbed up out of the Vung Tau air base rapidly and set off at 2,000 feet 
and 100 miles an hour, moving up the long peninsula. The countryside 
beneath was dead flat, making the view like a page from an atlas. 
The Dinh hills rose on our right, flanking our path. The bright green 
plain of central Phuoc Tuy stretched away to the north and along the 
littoral were miles of mangroves divided by serpentine stretches of rivers 
and oxbows. The smoothness of these curves could have been inscribed 
with a compass or a French curve. We sped on to Ba Ria, landing to be 
briefed by Colonel Thurman, senior adviser to Colonel Dat. Armed with 
the latest information regarding the activities of the Viet Cong to the 
north, we set off again from the short air strip whose margin was littered 
with the carcasses of destroyed helicopters.

The pilots flew in tight formation at tree top height, so that we could have 
a good look at the ground around Nui Dat. We did not linger in any one 
area in case the suspicions of the Viet Cong were aroused and our eventual 
landing at Nui Dat strongly opposed. After a few swings over the area, the 
aircraft set off to the north-west. A few hundred yards further on bullets 
began whizzing past our helicopter. Immediately the laughing, boyish 
humour of the crew was discarded. The left door gunner had seen where 
the fire was coming from and had marked the position by hurling down 
a white smoke grenade. The whole team went into action as a single body. 
The four helicopters abruptly wheeled into line ahead and swooped down 
on the Viet Cong. The leading aircraft fired its machine guns and then 
two rockets. As it passed over the target the second helicopter took over 
and the leader wheeled around to the rear of the line to follow through 
again if necessary. It took two passes to silence the fire of the small group 
of black-clad figures. Probably the men on the ground had not realised 
that this patrol was made up of gun ships.

We then circled Binh Ba. It was fascinating to know that there was a large 
group of Viet Cong directly beneath us, for there were several hundred 
main force soldiers in the plantation. They had been digging up the 
airstrip by making rows of short shallow pits across it from one side to the 
other. Evidently this move was to prevent a similar operation to the one in 
February. The helicopters led off towards their goal, Thua Tich. The long 
regular lines of Binh Gia passed beneath us as we admired the defences of 
the village which had kept the Viet Cong at bay for two years. Thua Tich 
was still being used as a base by the Viet Cong so the gun ships were visiting 
it on a harassing raid. Their rockets swiftly reduced a couple of recently built 
storage huts to ashes and we flew back across miles of green jungle and then 
rubber trees, gardens, rice paddies and yellow sand to Vung Tau.
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The Prime Minister, Mr Harold Holt, and Second Lieutenant Roe, 
a member of our advance party, at Bien Hoa, 25 April 1966  
(see Chapter 2).
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A bridge on Route 15 between Ba Ria and Vung Tau destroyed before our 
arrival by the Viet Cong.

Brigadier Jackson and General Westmoreland on board HMAS Sydney 
to welcome C Company to Vung Tau, 2 May 1966 (see Chapter 2).
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On May 17th the two battalions of the 173rd Brigade, the 1st/503rd 
and the 2nd/503rd, flew in to the Nui Dat area to commence a sweep of 
the surrounding countryside. The 1st/503rd Battalion was accompanied 
by Peter Isaacs and Brian Ledan. A few days later they reported back to 
Vung Tau with news of the operation. The Americans had encountered 
several groups of Viet Cong of company size and it was apparent that 
there was at least one enemy battalion in the area of Nui Dat, assisted 
by some companies of guerillas. One of the American companies had 
been badly mauled on the first day of the operation. At 3.30 pm on 
May 17th, B Company of the 1st/503rd was moving up the western slope 
of Hill 72, one and a half miles north of Nui Dat. They knew that they 
were being followed by a Viet Cong rifleman carrying a radio, but they 
did not know that in their path were a Viet Cong company who were 
being guided by the man with the radio. The Americans were caught 
in the deadly cross fire of a box ambush to which were quickly added 
60 mm. mortar bombs. By the time that they had extricated themselves 
they had lost eight killed and twenty-three wounded—a heavy blow for 
an infantry company to sustain.

While the American sweep was continuing, Colonel Warr was finalising 
his plans.

The tasks of the Fifth Battalion in Operation Hardihood were first to clear 
the area to the north and east of Nui Dat to a distance of five thousand 
metres so that enemy mortar fire could not reach the future base area, and 
second, to establish a defensive position to give security to the Nui Dat 
area while the other units of the Task Force concentrated in the new base. 
Therefore, the first part of the operation entailed a sweep over a quadrant-
shaped piece of country with a radius of about three miles. It was possible 
that Viet Cong forces of up to regimental size were in the area and therefore 
the battalion had to be sufficiently concentrated to allow the companies 
to reinforce each other within an hour or two. The area of operation 
was divided into several sections so that all four companies could search 
simultaneously. Their routes were planned to be at least several hundred 
yards apart to avoid the risk of two companies clashing unwittingly. The 
thickness of the vegetation limited visibility to twenty yards in many places 
and to make half a mile an hour was fair progress. Each of the company 
areas was given natural boundaries, such as tracks or streams, rather than 
arbitrary lines drawn on a map so that the searching patrols could see clearly 
when they had reached the limit of their areas and the commencement of 
the territory in which the next company would be operating. The area to 
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be searched was divided so that D Company moved to the southern area 
around Nui Dat, C Company went to the central area a mile north of Nui 
Dat, and A and B Companies covered the northern edge of the area. As the 
second-in-command of B Company, I shall be describing this operation 
from that company’s point of view.

On May 23rd, the day before we were to begin the operation a battalion 
parade was held on the beach. Colonel Warr addressed us on the 
importance of the first operation from the point of view of both the 
nation and the battalion and exhorted us to remember what we had 
learned during our training. As we made our final preparations there was 
a slight growth of tension. Men became more serious-minded as they 
concentrated on packing their equipment, cleaning their weapons and 
pondering the operation which was to introduce them to the activity in 
which they would be immersed for the following twelve months. We were 
all very conscious of the importance of doing well during the coming 
days, not least for the reason that if the Viet Cong came to regard us as a 
weak battalion they would harry us all the more, whereas if they respected 
our proficiency they would probably stay out of our way and leave us to 
concentrate on the re-establishment of government control in the villages.

The morning of May 24th was dull and misty. Reveille was very early 
as the companies began taking off in helicopters shortly after dawn, in 
approximately half company groups. My lift took off at 0936 hours, 
punctual to a few seconds. The helicopters seemed to be amazingly close 
together in the air. From a distance they looked like a long line of cherry 
stones hanging and bobbing on strings. From close up it was like driving 
on a motorway with a third dimension added to the movements of the 
vehicles around one. The country looked quiet and sleepy, clad in small 
wraps of white mist which clung around the tall trees. The landing area 
was a broad flat hilltop in front of a rubber plantation which formed the 
north-western extremity of the An Phu sector. Rubber trees ran along two 
sides and low scrub began on the other two. This landing zone was code 
named Hudson. The name stuck after the operation and whenever we 
referred to that ground it was simply called Hudson. When we landed we 
saw a few members of the 2nd/503rd Battalion standing around, washing 
and smoking and looking very wet for it had rained hard earlier that 
morning. The wet season was well under way. As we waited in the rubber 
for the companies in front to shake out and move off, we were deafened 
by the American artillery and mortars which were firing in support of an 
engagement which was taking place a mile and a half away.
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Fig. 5. The movements of A and D Companies to clear the Viet Cong 
away from Nui Dat, Operation Hardihood, 24–31 May 1966.

We moved off about 1 pm just as a group of eleven Vietnamese were 
being escorted into Battalion Headquarters by members of A Company, 
who had been searching the houses of An Phu. We passed through 
bananas, around the hamlet and crossed Route 2. The narrow strip of 
French bitumen looked a little forlorn in these wild surroundings. On the 
eastern side of the road we moved into scrub. The heat in the open was 
punishing for no air stirred in the tall grass and one had a feeling of being 
stifled. We were saturated by perspiration in ten minutes so that our 
jungle green shirts looked black. After clearing nearly a mile of country 
we made camp near the crest of Hill 72 at 5 pm. An hour later Bruce sent 
out a water party to fill up our depleted bottles from a creek some two 
hundred yards to the south-east.
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A Company had encountered a number of Viet Cong further away to our 
south-east during the afternoon and were following them up, so the water 
party, members of Five Platoon under Sergeant Hassall, were treading warily. 
Shortly after reaching the stream and posting scouts around the water point 
the party was fired on. Everyone went to ground and the fire was returned. 
During a pause Private Noack, one of the water party, stood up to move to 
another position. As soon as he rose up he was hit by a burst of sub machine 
gun fire. Just then, A Company reached the stream from the other side and 
drove the Viet Cong off to the north. A stretcher was quickly assembled 
by Five Platoon, while Corporal Ron Nichols, the company medic, had 
dashed forward and dressed Noack’s wound. It was my task to call Battalion 
Headquarters on the radio and request a medical evacuation helicopter. 
For  some peculiar reason these helicopters were known as Dust Off 
helicopters —probably a code name which stuck because of its convenient 
length and unambiguous sound when spoken over a poor radio net.

The next forty minutes were crowded with activity as we awaited the Dust 
Off. The defences of the company had to be sited properly and checked 
to see that each of the three platoons was linked in with each of the other 
two on its flanks. The siting of each of the ten machine guns had to be 
individually checked to see that the main approaches to the company 
position were covered by fire and that each gun was capable of giving mutual 
support to its neighbours by firing across their front in the event of the latter 
receiving a frontal assault. While I was doing this, Bruce was arranging for 
A Company to pass through our position so that they could make camp to 
our north-west. A landing zone fifty yards across was cut for the Dust Off 
and Noack was carried to the edge of the clearing. He had been hit in the 
side and the back and the wound looked serious. Nichols had given him 
some morphine but he was still in pain and complained of lack of feeling 
in his legs. Bruce spent several minutes talking with Noack and giving 
what comfort he could. We were very thankful to see the helicopter appear 
overhead just as darkness was gathering. The pilot saw our coloured smoke 
marker and confirmed the colour so that he knew he was not being lured 
to a killing ground by the Viet Cong. A huge Negro medic jumped out of 
the aircraft when it landed. He looked jet black in the gathering gloom. 
His direct brusqueness seemed professional and reassuring. We returned 
to digging the defences before darkness became complete, keenly aware 
that we were close to the point at which the American company had been 
attacked and feeling rather uneasy, wondering what Viet Cong force might 
be gathering to pounce on our position whose location had been betrayed 
by the Dust Off helicopter.
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Fig. 6. The movements of B and C Companies, Operation Hardihood, 
24–31 May 1966.

As events turned out we need have had no worries, but we were shaken 
by the realisation that death could come in this war without warning and 
without knowledge of the assailant’s intentions or numbers. At 10 pm 
we received a call on the radio from Battalion Headquarters. Noack had 
died in the helicopter on the way to Vung Tau. The worst had happened 
and its acceptance was very difficult.

On the following morning we pressed on through country which was 
a mixture of low scrub, overgrown banana plantation and tangled 
secondary jungle. There were several open areas in our path which had 
to be negotiated carefully lest an ambush lay lurking on the edges waiting 
to catch us in the centre. The country was carefully searched as we went, 
so progress was slow. Near midday we came to some low forest, through 
which two well used ox cart tracks ran, one of which had been used by 
a rubber tyred vehicle in the past few days. These tracks were obviously 
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part of the Viet Cong road network which ran from the coast to the inland 
bases. We laid an ambush on one track but then received orders to move 
half a mile to the south-east to clear some huts.

Soon after starting off, Five Platoon saw two Viet Cong in black pyjamas 
and carrying rifles running through the bushes a few hundred yards away. 
As we were moving down a long gentle hill we heard a rushing scuffle 
coming through the bush and were startled by three wild pigs who dashed 
through our formation. Shortly afterwards, the forward elements of Five 
Platoon, who were leading, crossed over a small ridge in front of us. 
Suddenly they went to ground, firing vigorously at a hut some fifty yards 
ahead in which were four Viet Cong with rifles. The enemy fled into the 
thick scrub at the back of the hut, deserting their tools and equipment. 
We burned the hut so that it could shelter no more Viet Cong.

As we moved carefully through the dense bush in the wake of the fleeing 
Viet Cong two more huts were discovered. This area was a small Viet Cong 
base. Each hut contained a bed and beneath each bed was a bunker. On 
the roof of one hut were two hand grenades without their strikers. They 
were triggered to explode at the least disturbance. We set fire to the huts 
and moved well away from the sharp explosions which sent showers of 
metallic fragments through the air near the huts. We camped for the night 
in a large banana plantation. It was quiet and peaceful under the weird 
sail-like shapes of the huge banana leaves, silhouetted against  the soft 
moonlight of the tropical sky.

Early the following morning three helicopters arrived bringing food. After 
their departure, a fourth helicopter, bearing Colonel Warr, appeared. 
It landed and suddenly a burst of firing broke out from the southern edge 
of the landing area. The Viet Cong had been lurking close by awaiting 
an opportunity to strike us a sharp blow. A clearing patrol forced the 
Viet Cong away. The helicopter had three holes in it—one in an oil line. 
The pilot said he would chance getting it off the ground again if Colonel 
Warr agreed. Colonel Warr had finished conferring with Bruce about 
the coming phase of the operation. He climbed into the helicopter with 
a  light remark about the pleasures of the unknown. The machine took 
off successfully, climbed to fifteen hundred feet and disappeared over the 
western horizon to Battalion Headquarters.

Bruce then moved the company to a hilltop in the banana plantation, some 
five hundred yards away. We arrived without incident and I proceeded to 
lay out the company defences. Bursts of machine gun fire rattled out on 
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our northern flank. Two Viet Cong had walked straight into our position 
from the north, directly onto one of Four Platoon’s machine guns. Bullets 
also came into our position from the south-east, so we temporarily had 
the impression that the Viet Cong were all around us and the next few 
minutes were rather exciting. Four Platoon set off in pursuit of the two 
who had walked into them. They found a lot of blood and brought back 
one sandal, blood covered, made from an old rubber tyre. Known as 
Ho Chi Minh sandals they were the normal footwear of the Viet Cong. 
The  amount of blood on the trail indicated that one had been killed. 
The other must have hidden the body before making off.

During the afternoon several of our patrols went out, locating some Viet 
Cong huts and a bunker which they destroyed. One patrol saw a group 
of Viet Cong crossing a piece of open ground which was over a thousand 
yards away from them. Lieutenant Pott, commander of Six Platoon, 
ordered one of his machine guns to open fire, more to give the Viet Cong 
a fright than to hit them, for at that distance accuracy is almost impossible. 
However, a patrol from A Company found a body riddled by our machine 
gun bullets near that open ground on the following day.

During the night we set an ambush on the track which the two Viet Cong 
had used in the morning. The night passed uneventfully if a little tensely, 
for once again we had given away our position in the afternoon by taking 
a helicopter resupply.

On the morning of May 27th we moved off to clear another area which 
lay fifteen hundred yards away to the north-east. The country which we 
passed through was extremely beautiful. The jungles were a little thorny 
and tangled in places, but much of the country was lush and green, rather 
like an overgrown English park. Great festoons of greenery hung down 
from the high trees on long vines and lianas like an absurdly overdone 
Baroque ornament. Short green grass carpeted the ground. Even the 
mosquitoes seemed elegant. They had black bodies, very slender, and their 
legs were banded with black and white.

Patrolling through that sort of country had its own peculiar atmosphere 
of tension. The hot sun beat down and was reflected from the ground in 
a slow moving stream of heated air which enveloped the body. All around 
the air was filled with the clicking and whirring of insects and jungle 
birds. Heat dripped from everything around and poured in torrents from 
our brows. The scenery shimmered. Even the metallic sounds of the birds 
seemed to glint and shimmer with the heat.
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We moved in two groups. Five Platoon was separated from the remainder 
of the company and investigated the area to the south of our line of march. 
The northerly route was quiet, but Five Platoon had a more successful 
morning. They encountered a Viet Cong defensive position, which was 
occupied by five men. The platoon commander, Lieutenant O’Hanlon, 
ordered an attack which drove out the Viet Cong, who left a considerable 
trail of blood. On following this blood trail, voices were heard. One 
wounded Viet Cong attracted attention to himself and surrendered. 
Our chaps bandaged his wounded leg and splinted it in case it had been 
broken. He accepted a cigarette and a drink of water. Within twenty 
minutes of receiving his wound he was flying to the same hospital which 
we used at Vung Tau. Near the huts of the base Five Platoon discovered 
a  cache containing 1,300 pounds of rice. Disposal of captured rice is 
always a problem when it is found in such large quantities as it is seldom 
possible to lift it out by helicopter or by road. Often the only expedient 
which can be used for denying the rice to the Viet Cong is to blow it up. 
Five Platoon were forced to do this because the helicopters supporting us 
were too fully committed to carry out the rice and no more helicopters 
were available.

The company formed a harbour around a wide clearing in the forest. 
Bruce positioned men in ambushes along a track which ran through the 
clearing. Around mid-afternoon we jumped into our weapon pits at the 
sound of firing just outside our perimeter. Two Viet Cong had walked 
into our western ambush. They had come up the track quite casually 
with their weapons, American M1 rifles, slung on their shoulders. One of 
the men was killed by a burst of machine gun fire. The other, wounded, 
dropped his rifle and equipment and ran into the trees.

It was my task to take out the small patrol to bring in the body and the 
equipment. We went down to the ambush position from where we could 
see two thin bare legs protruding from behind a bush. We cautiously 
approached the clearing where he lay, for his companion or others could 
have been lurking nearby. The body was a pitiful sight; the ageless features 
of the oriental may have been deceptive but he looked only eighteen 
and pathetically thin. However, his weapon and equipment laden with 
grenades and ammunition swiftly dissolved much of my remorse, for 
he was armed and trained to kill us. I searched him, finding only some 
unimportant papers in a plastic document case and a cigarette lighter in 
his pockets. We carried him back to camp and buried him.
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As we finished blowing up the captured grenades and ammunition a flurry 
of shots broke out on the northern side of our harbour. The companion 
who had escaped had evidently come back to take a good look at us in 
order to carry a full report to his commander. We attempted to capture 
him but the thickness of the bush gave him too much cover. Since our 
position and numbers had been observed we prepared our defences for the 
night with great care, laying ambushes on all likely approaches. Around 
midnight, peals of thunder broke the silence like artillery and rain crashed 
down in sheets. I soon found myself lying in a stream of water three inches 
deep. Fortunately the heat of the night made it a small matter if one was 
wet. However I became rather anxious for our security, because the rain 
made it impossible to detect any movement outside our perimeter: we 
would not have known that the enemy was upon us until he had entered 
our defences. Fortunately, as so often, these fears were groundless and 
no one bothered us. Also, determination to get some sleep was a good 
antidote to anxiety. As time went by we found that we were frightened 
only if we had enough energy left over to feel fear.

On the 28th of May we set off to move further to the east where some 
more Viet Cong tracks lay. At 10 am we had a welcome stop and our first 
wash since the beginning of the operation. We changed our clothes and 
took our feet out of our boots for the first time in four days. However, 
the dry socks stayed dry for five minutes only as we then waded through 
a deep, swiftly flowing creek, the Suoi Da Bang, swollen by the recent 
heavy rains. After slithering and clawing our way up the far bank, which 
was ten feet high, we headed into thick bamboo.

Bruce halted the company at 2 pm on top of a steep ridge overlooking 
a well used track which followed the line of the Suoi Da Bang. Then we 
received a radio warning from Max Carroll to stay off the high ground 
in case we struck a Viet Cong force which was too big for us to handle. 
An enemy battalion had been located further south down the valley, 
and A Company had almost collided with it. The enemy intentions were 
uncertain. The battalion may have been coming up the valley to attack us 
or it may have been preparing to withdraw. We repacked our equipment 
and commenced to move back into the valley. Six Platoon descended from 
the ridge first in order to secure our northern flank against any Viet Cong 
who might have been coming down the track. Two minutes later several 
bursts of machine gun fire sent everyone to the ground. Six Platoon had 
encountered several Viet Cong coming south on the track. The confidence 
displayed by the Viet Cong was remarkable, right through this phase of 
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the operation. Possibly this was the result of many years of undisputed 
possession of the area, but on many occasions, such as this one, the Viet 
Cong ignored all precautions and walked down the centre of the track 
talking loudly and with their weapons slung on their shoulders where they 
could not be used on the instant if they were ambushed.

The Viet Cong had arrived on the scene just as Six Platoon were crossing 
the track, so there was no opportunity for surrounding them and cutting 
off their escape. One of our forward scouts opened fire and was quickly 
supported by his section’s machine gun. One Viet Cong was killed and 
at least two others wounded. Bruce called in artillery onto the line of 
withdrawal taken by the survivors. The dead man was searched and then 
buried. The whole action had taken up some thirty minutes, so Bruce 
decided to return to the security of the ridge line for the night and to 
continue the search in the morning.

At this stage the whole of the Fifth Battalion was being redeployed to form 
a line of ambushes along the Suoi Da Bang. Many Viet Cong had been 
encountered along this valley by the other companies and there was the 
possibility of the whole battalion of Viet Cong in the south attempting to 
move up the valley and link up with the main force regiment which was 
to the north of us.

We had gone only two hundred yards in the morning when five shots 
cleaved the air. The forward scout of the leading platoon had seen one 
Viet Cong moving towards him and had quickly called up the second 
scout. Unseen by the enemy, the two scouts had split up so that the one 
could cover the Viet Cong with his rifle, while the other worked around 
to try to get close enough to capture him. When the latter scout was 
close enough to the Viet Cong to challenge him he called on him in 
Vietnamese to surrender. The Viet Cong dropped behind a log and made 
no reply. When he was told to surrender a second time he darted off into 
the scrub. However he was not quick enough to escape the fire which had 
been covering him in case he attempted flight and he was cut down.

After the burial the company moved southwards again. The route lay 
through a maze of bamboo clumps whose low arching branches forced 
us to duck and stoop while thousands of sharp little thorns snared our 
clothing and equipment. We rested on a small sandy spit at the junction 
of a stream with the Suoi Da Bang, and felt, very sharply, the huge 
distinction between the moments when one was being shot at and those 
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when one was not. The war seemed rather like a tramp through the bush 
for 95 per cent of the time: it was that vital 5 per cent which made the 
difference—the time when danger threatened, or when one imagined that 
it threatened. At times it was very easy to put the thought of danger right 
out of mind. This may have been merely a human defence mechanism, 
but perhaps it was also a rationalisation for only seldom was one bothered 
enough by the dangers to feel fear.

After this rest we went on to the next creek junction where we laid an 
ambush for the night. Several tracks cut the creeks at this point and Bruce 
arranged a brilliant series of ambushes so that all the approaches were 
covered, and if enemy caught in one ambush tried to break and run away 
they would run into another. However, the Viet Cong made no movement 
that night and we lost our sleep for no gain.

On the morning of May 30th we found an extensive Viet Cong camp. 
It was several years old and the defences were in poor condition, but some 
of the huts had been used recently. The amount of work which had been 
put into a tunnel system connecting two strong points was surprising. 
What was the purpose of this defensive installation in the heart of territory 
which had been securely in the hands of the Viet Cong for years? I could 
only suppose that it had been built as a training exercise.

It became apparent that the Viet Cong battalion had moved eastwards 
to avoid contact, for D Company had found their camp which had been 
hurriedly vacated by an enemy who left many tracks leading to the east.

The battalion plan was to concentrate the companies closer together in 
another series of ambushes in case the Viet Cong attempted to re-use the 
Suoi Da Bang track. We moved some five hundred yards to the north 
and found ourselves in the ironical situation of ambushing the Viet 
Cong from the security of one of their old camps. I made myself very 
comfortable behind the piled rocks of a Viet Cong sangar for the next two 
days. This pause afforded us a very welcome rest and a chance to dry out 
our saturated equipment and bedding. This was confined to our packs 
when we were on the move and so never had an opportunity to dry out 
from one day’s deluge to the next.
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Fig. 7. An example of the many ambushes planned by Major McQualter. 
This ambush was set on the Suoi Da Bang by B Company on the night of 
29–30 May 1966.

Evidently the Viet Cong were vacating the whole area for no contacts with 
them were made by any of the companies—the first day of the operation 
on which this had happened. After a peaceful and dry night we continued 
to man our ambushes on a ridge line. The position abounded with 
fascinating insects and other wild life: big butterflies with black wings 
splashed with turquoise which glittered and shone, fat friendly brown 
lizards, bloated by the richness of the local provender, and black ants with 
large mandibles which we called chomper ants. These had eaten a hole in 
my groundsheet six inches square during the night. During the day we 
aired our feet. A couple of hours in the fresh air restored those whitish 
lumps of wrinkled flesh to something nearer their normal appearance.
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We made no contact with the Viet Cong in this ambush. The other 
companies encountered a few however, and C Company took two 
prisoners, a man and a woman who had bumped into the company 
position without knowing that it was there. Another group of Viet 
Cong who probed C Company were heard by an interpreter to remark 
‘Australians! Be careful!’

After a few more days of sweeping the area it was apparent that the 
Viet Cong had departed and that we could now prepare to develop the 
battalion’s permanent base at Nui Dat. On June 2nd the companies 
moved back into the immediate vicinity of Nui Dat and occupied a wide 
arc around the north-eastern side, about one thousand yards out from 
the hill. When I was back in the base area I went across to the camp of 
the 173rd Airborne Brigade on the opposite side of Route 2 to see what 
I  could scrounge. Several others must have beaten me to that idea for 
when I asked for a few items which I said were still on their way to us on 
board the HMAS Sydney, the American Supply Sergeant replied, ‘Well 
goddam, that Sydney must be the biggest ship in the world—the Queen 
Elizabeth, the Enterprise and the United States all rolled into one. There’s 
so much gear on board it!’

During the following days Colonel Warr laid out the battalion defences 
and the companies began to dig themselves in. Once everyone had a 
weapon pit with thick overhead cover for protection from shelling, work 
was commenced on the perimeter wire. The companies were still widely 
dispersed with only A and B Companies near their final positions. This 
was because the whole Task Force area had to be patrolled every day 
and it was necessary to have one company, D Company, at the southern 
extremity, some thousand yards south of Nui Dat, while another company, 
C Company, had to be on the eastern flank a similar distance out from 
Nui Dat.

During this week the other units of the Task Force began concentrating 
at Nui Dat. The headquarters flew in on June 5th and began to take over 
control of the Fifth Battalion from the American brigade which departed 
from Nui Dat on June 8th, having rendered us most vital assistance. 
In helping the Australian Task Force to become established, the Americans 
had suffered 23 killed and 160 wounded.
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Fig. 8. The rifle companies move in towards Nui Dat before commencing 
to build the defences of the base, Operation Hardihood, 1–4 June 1966.

As we dug ourselves in around Nui Dat the Viet Cong were not sitting 
idly by. Each night they began to creep up to our positions to see where we 
were, where the wire was sited and how effective it was. They waved lights 
about on poles in attempts to locate our machine guns by drawing their 
fire. However, no one fired unless they had a man within very close range 
and the machine guns were under orders not to fire at all unless a heavy 
attack came in. This probing was normal procedure for the Viet Cong 
in preparing a large scale attack and it tended to confirm an intelligence 
report which we had received that 274 Regiment was planning to attack 
our position on a night around June 12th in order to throw us out of 
Phuoc Tuy and restore their loss of face amongst the local people.
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Colonel Warr (centre) planning helicopter requirements with Lieutenant 
Brinnon of the 68th US Army Aviation Company (left) and Major 
Hannigan, operations officer, First Australian Task Force (right) at Vung 
Tau, May 1966 (see Chapter 2).

Major Carroll (right) and Corporal Western, his radio operator, at the 
battalion helicopter rehearsal before Operation Hardihood, May 1966 
(see Chapter 2).
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During the first hours of Operation Hardihood on 24 May 1966 (see 
Chapter 3): Lieutenant Hartley (centre) with his radio operator and the 
ubiquitous Le Van Yen, a fluent French speaking herbalist.

Private Allen (left) and Corporal Cleary with Viet Cong panji spikes 
encountered on Operation Hardihood (see Chapter 3). 
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In October 1966 we captured the diary of Nguyen Nam Hung, deputy 
commander of 274 Regiment, who had commanded the group of 
reconnaissance teams which probed us in early June, so I can relate both 
sides of the events which occurred at that time. Hung had set off from his 
base in the Hat Dich area on June 4th in order to examine our position. 
He formed a small base to the north of us on June 6th, from which his 
men made their patrols. They saw the Americans depart on June 8th 
and he recorded that several of his men were wounded by our sentries 
as they probed our defences. The Regiment moved down from its base 
and concentrated near Nui Nghe, three miles to our north-west, on June 
9th, where they awaited Hung’s report. Just as Hung reached them in the 
late afternoon, an American light observation aircraft which had been 
supporting us during the day made a low sweep over Nui Nghe on its 
way back to Vung Tau. Possibly the crew had noticed a tin roofed hut 
at the foot of the hill and were investigating it. However, fire from 274 
Regiment brought the aircraft down in thick jungle at the foot of the 
eastern side of Nui Nghe. After discussion with Hung, the commander 
of 274 Regiment decided that it would be more profitable to ambush the 
crashed aircraft than to attack us in our defended camp, so the regiment 
lay in wait for us for the following two days.

However, we had no knowledge that the aircraft had crashed until we 
received a radio request the following morning from the Americans asking 
for their aircraft back. Nobody knew where it had crashed and aerial 
searches produced no evidence as the jungle was too thick. Consequently, 
the battalion was unable to send out the recovery team to assist any 
survivors, which would have been sent had the location of the crash been 
known. Thus the battalion was very fortunate, for had a company fallen 
into the Viet Cong regimental ambush it would have had a very hard time 
to hold its own until relief could have been sent to it.

The crashed aircraft was finally discovered by A Company in January 
1967. They said that it was invisible from thirty yards away and that it 
was by chance that the aircraft had been found. The pilot had been killed 
on impact. He had been shot through the leg and probably this injury 
had caused him to crash. The observer had been able to climb out and the 
small pile of empty cartridge cases beside his skeleton testified that he had 
held the Viet Cong off until his ammunition had run out. They had then 
shot him through the back of the neck.
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The final outcome of this incident was that our occupation of the Nui 
Dat area was completed without serious challenge, and the Task Force 
base was rapidly built into a fortification, which even a divisional assault 
would find difficult to enter. The Viet Cong did not leave us entirely 
alone however, for two members of D Company were killed and three 
were wounded on June 11th when a patrol was hit by artillery fire on 
the south-western side of the Task Force perimeter. But these incidents 
achieved nothing more than to keep us on our guard and to strengthen 
our resolve to push the Viet Cong deep into the jungles where they could 
harm neither the civilian population nor ourselves. Once established 
in our base, we were free to begin consideration of how we could most 
rapidly remove the Viet Cong from central Phuoc Tuy and the planning 
for the next operation was commenced.
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